MCC 1504

INTRODUCTION

Mcc1504 was granted to Kerry Muir in 22nd February 2006 for a period Of 5 years

LOCATION

Kurinelli mineral field located within the boundaries of the Kurundi PPL. Latitude 20 37’ 45” Longitude 135 07’ 04”

Map---attached

MINING ACTIVITIES

Nil-to-date.
Prospecting only
Site preparation,
Set-up of campsite.
No substantial production level found

EXPENDITURE

Diesel & oil $ 1400.00
Supplies $ 1000.00
Mining Equipment $ 1770.54
$ 4170.54

PROPOSED MINING FOR 2009-10

Prospecting (metal detecting) & soil sampling to establish reserves & future mining activities

Regards

Kerry Muir
P O Box 1226
Tennant Creek
NT 0861
Ph 0889621115